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TT-NF is a low-rank representation of a neural
field defined on a multi-dimensional grid.
1. Fully-differentible sparsity;
2. Logarithmic parameters scaling;
3. Training by backprop through samples;
4. Efficient batch sampling algorithms for DL.

Where can it be used?
1. Tensor regression setting, in place of SVD-based

schemes, such as TT-SVD, TT-Cross. Values
yi of the function F (i), i=(i1, ..., iD) approxi-
mated by the D-dimensional field Fθ can be
directly used to learn parameters θ of the field.
See Tensor Denoising experiments;

2. Deep setting, in which values of F cannot
be evaluated. Field parameters θ can be
learned through implicit supervision of func-
tion Gγ

(
Fθ(i

(1)), ..., Fθ(i
(K))

)
with parameters

γ, where the choice of indices i is governed by
an external process. See NeRF experiments.

Recap of Tensor Train Formats
Tensor Train (TT) decomposition of a low-
rank tensor of shape M1×...×MD and rank
R=(R0, R1, ..., RD-1, RD), where R0=RD=1, is a
product of D factors of shape Ri-1×Mi×Ri:

Ai1,...,iD =

R1,..,RD-1∑
β1,...,βD-1=1

C(1)
1,i1,β1

· C(2)
β1,i2,β2

··· C(D)
βD-1,iD,:

Block TT is an extension for vector-valued data
of shape M1×...×MD ×RD, where RD > 1.

Tensor Denoising
We choose TT-rank, parameterize the desired TT
decomposition factors, and train it as a model with
regression loss using the deep learning tooling.

Compared to prior art, TT-NF is flexibile in choice
of sampling strategy and presense of noise in y.

Method Observation
access pattern

Noise in
observations

TT-SVD Full tensor Not supported

TT-Cross
On-demand, pattern
defined by dimen-
sions and TT-rank

Not supported

TT-OI Full tensor Sub-gaussian

TT-NF
(our)

On-demand,
flexible batch size
and access pattern

Any supported by
the choice of the loss
function

TT-NF achieves best results on the synthetic task.

Efficient Sampling
Multi-linearity of the TT format allows multiple
sampling schemes. The proposed algorithm is the
only one that unlocks learning intractable volumes.

Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF)
Radiance field of size 2563×28 is parameterized
using octet QTT format with 8 levels of hierarchy.
The format is inspired by octrees used in graphics;
allows learning large hierarchical voxel grids.

TT-NF archieves competitive results with baseline
NeRF and other forms of differentiable sparsity.

Ablation of capacity invariance to content rotation.

TLDR: fully-differentiable type of sparsity for
learning hierarchical multi-dimensional data or em-
beddings (fields) using standard deep learning tools.
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